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About This Game

Colorzzle is an easy and relaxing puzzle game. When you match the colors, the trees grow and flowers bloom. Grow up every
plants to clear the stage. You can start easily, but it will become more and more difficult as you proceed.
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Cute graphics and fun gameplay - definitely a fun puzzle game to check out!. Really cute game! I got it during sale season, so I
payed 1,50€ for 62min of fun. Was definitely worth it! :). Love it. I would pay for more levels.. Very pretty colorfuly puzzle
game.. Very nice short game. I really think the levels, which easy at their core, still proved a challenge.
Merry Christmas to the dev :). In spite of its fairly cumbersome name, Colorzzle is a fun and engaging little puzzle game about
mixing and matching colors. A simple underlying puzzle mechanic is used with great variety and lots of neat little additional
mechanics that get introduced over time.

It also perfectly manages to ride the balance between being intuitive, fun and challenging, never devolving into presenting the
player with madness inducing problems with multiple criteria to the solution, as so many other puzzle games tend to do.

Add to that the vibrant graphics and pleasing audio design and I have little to no reservations in recommending this game.
. A colour tile matching game.
It controls pretty well, its got a nice minimal but not too minimal aesthetic, the sound and music is great, and its pretty polished
all round.

It is quite easy and even at its low price point you might want a bit of a sale as its only about an hour of puzzling, but its pretty
relaxing to play and enjoy while it lasts.
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Considering the price...well the game is less than 2 bucks...
But it also only takes about an hour to complete. Apart from 3 or 4 levels it's also incredibly easy...and I'm not that good at
puzzling, but it's kinda relaxing...so if you like colours and you're not looking for mind bending puzzles (although you can get
lost easily with all that's going on), then just grab it.. Was a lot of fun! Was able to finish the entire thing in one sitting, and felt
sad when I did because I wanted to keep playing!

The puzzles weren't too hard to figure out, but some took more time then others, and it was fun to have to think about it! :D. A
colour tile matching game.
It controls pretty well, its got a nice minimal but not too minimal aesthetic, the sound and music is great, and its pretty polished
all round.

It is quite easy and even at its low price point you might want a bit of a sale as its only about an hour of puzzling, but its pretty
relaxing to play and enjoy while it lasts.. I enjoyed Colorzzle.

Pluses:
+ relaxing
+ pretty
+ no punishment for mistakes
+ tutorial is just easy levels to show off the mechanics and smoothly worked with the rest of the game play

Minuses:
- Many of the puzzles are a bit boring
- It feels like there should be more puzzles of the same complexity as the puzzles at the end.
- Not accessible to color blind people

Neutral:
~ Short: about an hour
~ Easy puzzles. hard and tricky but worth trying

i would suggest o improve to see clearly the bright colors
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